VERTEX
DIGITAL
ACADEMY
Building careers of the future!

“
Our Commitment states that to succeed you require "the
highest standards of industry teaching to work towards success.
With Vertex Digital Academy, our singular goal is; upscale and equip
young professionals across the globe to be the leaders of
tomorrow.”
Our values of commitment, integrity, innovation and excellence
lead us to create pathbreaking customized programs that facilitate
individuals and organizations to empower their workforce with
industry leading core skills and credentials.

Our Vision
VERTEX DIGITAL ACADEMY envisions a
holistic and consistent learning ecosystem providing
a credible and future-proof education. The academy
looks forward to grow with its community of learners
and coaches.
The online learning platform equally benefits instructors and
learners in different ways, where educators can work on revenue sharing model and learners can grow through in-depth and
in-trend learning.

Vertex for Business

Transform

your workforce!
Create a business-ready talent force with
world-class content, top globally recognized
programs and leading industry experts to
deliver impact at scale.

How
it works:

Assess
Skill Assessment and Competency
Mapping of existing teams

Design
We design competency driven training
programs for specified objectives

Advice
A comprehensive talent transformation
roadmap is created

Implement
Cutting-edge platform with 24x7
learner support

Analyze
Analyze training outcomes to measure
business impact

VERTEX DIGITAL ACADEMY
CURRICULUM
VERTEX DIGITAL ACADEMY course curriculum Is built with special importance
given to the flexibility to learn for professionals. Our expert led programs are
designed for immersive learning and training.

Learn on the go

Program
benefits

Affordable skill-based professional programs
Customized learning
Guided projects
24/7 Learner support

Our Trending Programs

Digital
Marketing

PMP
certification
training
program

Foreign
Languages

Data
Data
Science
Analyst
Certification Certification
Program
Program

Our four Pillars
FACULTY

CURRICULUM

FACILITY

INNOVATION
Academy’s objective is to bridge the gap between learners,
coaches and universities through the medium of innovation and
technology. The courses will further help learners to gain internships and scholarships at noteworthy places. Vertex will also
provide scholarships to especially abled learners free of cost for
every course offered.
For more information visit:

www.vertexdigitalacademy.com
Vertex Digital Academy is a key addition to

Vertex Global Services, ounded by Mr. Gagan Arora,

ABOUT
US

is one of the fastest growing services integrators and
ranked 19th amongst 50 most innovative companies across the globe, recently awarded as India’s
Best Company in Solutions & Consulting and
recognized as Best Place to work.
With unparalleled strategy, creative and technology
capabilities, we bring big thinking and innovative
ideas, along with a practical approach to help the
world’s largest enterprises and Fortune 500 companies.

Vertex works as a Business Optimization Partner and helps
optimize business operations starting from getting the right
people, integrating artificial intelligence to achieve better results,
to automation of manual repetitive tasks to optimize the ROI.
For more information visit:

https://vertexglobalservices.com/

Testimonials

01 Sanjay Mehta
There are some people who are ahead of the curve, like
Vertex Digital Academy despite bucking the trend. That is
because they are embracing the technology and creating
options for others.

02 Dr. Asif Iqbal
I acknowledge the efforts of Vertex Digital Academy.You
can't rely on educational certificate anymore; skill will
play an important role.

03 Mr.Vishal Bora

In today’s ever-changing marketplace, the importance of
skills-based training has never been greater.Vertex Digital
Academy’s comprehensive and high-quality training
programs are like booster doses that aid its participants
reach a higher level of competency which ultimately helps
an organization become more competitive in the market.

04 Ssumeir Pasricha

I wish Vertex was their long time back, probably 20 years
back we had this system. Numbers don't count, it's how
you apply that experience counts.Vertex will play a major
role in coming years.

Awards

Contact us now!
Email us at support@vertexdigitalacademy.com for any support or assistance required
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